ABSTRACT Retrieval of TV talk-show speakers based on solely visual face recognition is hard because of the significant visual variation caused by illumination, pose, size, and expression, which can exceed those due to identity. Fortunately, TV talk-shows often exhibit specific visual production styles and are accompanied with other modalities, such as audio transcript. Hence, this paper presents a speaker retrieval framework which associates the who and when information provided by the audio transcript to a set of visual clusters. First, to obtain the visual clusters, an unsupervised speaker identity clustering strategy is proposed, by which the same speakers are grouped together but without knowing who exactly he/she is. Then, to further identify the specific speaker for each group, we propose an association strategy, by which the search are initially limited to those corresponding to when the queried speaker speaking, followed by a graph-based densest sub-graph refinement. Comprehensive experiments on 3 h French TV talk-show ''Le Grand Echiquier'' provided by K -space project show satisfactory results. Moreover, evaluation of the proposed association strategy on more challenging MediaEval 2015 task with just the provided speaker diarization module and face tracking module could provide state-of-the-art performances, demonstrating the effect of the proposed association strategy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Retrieval of related characters is essential to understand and access visual information from videos/images that are strongly related to human subjects [1] , [2] , e.g. news photos/videos [1] - [5] , movie stories [6] - [10] , soccer videos [11] , [12] , TV talk-shows [13] - [15] , and large scale video dataset [16] - [21] . The goal of this work is to retrieve particular speakers in TV talk-shows by using associated names as a query. Intuitively this problem falls within the scope of face detection [17] and recognition [6] , [8] , [12] . However, face detection and recognition itself is a long-standing problem. As it has been pointed out by the previous work [1] - [5] , most of the face detection and recognition experiments are conducted in controlled environments involving relatively limited sets of faces and poses. In real scenarios, such as the situation of TV talk-shows, faces may escape detection if the associated characters turns towards profile and then back to frontal [6] . Moreover even for the detected faces, visual recognition is extremely challenging. This is because the speakers may exhibit significant variation in their appearance due to different scales, expressions, poses, partial occlusion etc.
In this regard, [6] , [8] , [12] proposed to use tracking first to gather faces clusters for each person, and then adopt SIFT based local facial feature matching for inter cluster matching. However, correct localization of the features and the computation cost required for the SIFT descriptors at several scales [8] is still a great barrier. Furthermore, in our case of TV talk-shows, faces in far full view shots are undetectable due to the pool spatial resolution of the whole image. In [7] , they went beyond face detection and people with undetected faces can be re-detected by exploring other cues such as clothing color. In [18] each person is represented by a pictorial model constituting of three rectangular parts: hair, face and clothing region with a single color appearance model each. But this method potentially restricts single color for each region, unchanged scale and view point which cannot be met in our case.
Fortunately, visual information in image/video is often accompanied with audio, captions, subtitle, transcript etc. Recently it has been shown that using multi-modality allows better retrieval and analysis. For example, when retrieving a certain person from news photos, the associated caption was first used to limit the search to those that contain the name in the caption, and then face detection was conducted in these images [3] - [5] . Finally based on some similarity measure they constructed a graph over the detected faces and found the densest sub-graph as the result. The problem of face recognition is greatly simplified and changed into the problem of setting associations between names and faces. Impressive retrieval performances have been achieved. Reference [17] proposed to directly associate OCR and speech detected names with current faces and speakers, and then propagated that information within and cross modalities with face and speaker similarities and talking face detection. In [18] they explored person name detection in overlaid text and speech. Both audio and video information were associated by using co-occurrence matrices in [19] . In [20] two methods for unsupervised person identification in TV shows were compared. The first one relied on co-occurrence times between overlay person names and speaker/face clusters, and rule-based decisions which assigned a name to each monomodal cluster. The second method used a Conditional Random Field (CRF) which combined different types of co-occurrence statistics and pair-wised constraints to jointly identify speakers and faces. In order to name the formed face/speaker clusters while prevent the fusion of two clusters named differently, [21] proposed to extract written names with the LOOV tool first, based on which they built a multimodal matrix of distances between speaker turns and face tracks. Then agglomerative clustering was performed on this matrix with the constraint to avoid merging clusters associated to different names.
In this paper, we propose a retrieval framework for TV talkshow speakers, which explores both the visual production styles and the accompanied audio transcript. Specifically, first a color histogram based shot level detection and segmentation is performed, by which close-up views and far full views are distinguished, and close-up views of the same central talking person are clustered as well. Then for close-up views, the central talking person is further localized by face detection and tracking using the method of Viola and Jones [22] . For far full views, a significant clothing color recovering and matching strategy is developed, which can solve the challenge problem beyond [7] that is variation in scale, view point and multiple clothing colors. Finally, we present an association strategy of who and when information provided by the audio transcript to the obtained visual clusters. Inspired by the work of [3] and [5] , the search are first limited by the transcript to the clusters corresponding to the queried speaker speaking. Then shots other than the frontal faces in [3] and [5] are used as the processing units, and a shot level graph is constructed. Finally, a new graph partition based densest sub-graph strategy is carried on to refine the initial search, where a frame level degree map is introduced to describe the density of intra-shot node and inter-shot node. Comprehensive experiments on the given 3 hours French TV talk-show ''Le Grand Echiquier'' by K-space project show satisfactory results.
II. PERSON IDENTITY CLUSTERING A. SHOT LEVEL PROCESSING
Unlike diverse and complex movie scenes, the TV talk-show ''Le Grand Echiquier'' we considered here exhibit limited and compact shot types. This is because the recording process takes place in a studio with fixed scenario and the shots present alternatively among a principal guest, the conductor and several invited people. Hence, the talk-show is composed of around hundreds of visually different shots which arise from just dozens of different main speakers. Constructing the correspondence between visual shots and associated identities can reduce the volume of data to be processed. It can also avoid character matching based on complex facial features and thus allow robust appearance model for each speaker.
1) SHOT SEGMENTATION AND MATCHING
Shot segmentation is fairly mature and there have been a number of reliable algorithms for it. Here given the appearance regularity brought by the fixed production style, we adopt a RGB color histogram based method, where the difference of consecutive frames is calculated and compared. Specifically, for each frame, the color histogram H i is calculated and then compared with the previous one H i−1 using the so-called color histogram intersection (CHI ) [27] :
where CHI i takes values between 0 and 1, and being 1 when Fig. 2 shows an example of the color histogram intersection for a sequence of 4965 frames, where the ground truth of the shot boundaries are spotted by red stars. It is clear that these boundaries show distinctive low intersection and hence easy to detect. Correspondingly, the intra-shot differences are quite small when measured by color histogram intersection. Hence each shot can be represented by the average value of the contained frames' histograms, namely shot level histogram (SH ). Similarly, the similarity between two shots i and j is measured by the intersection between associated histograms:
where NS is the number of shots. Fig. 3 shows the intersection between shots, where shots of the same content, namely either the same central speaker or far full view of the whole studio are spotted by red stars. Conversely, in this case shots of VOLUME 5, 2017 the same content show distinctive high intersection value, demonstrating the effectiveness of color histogram intersection based shot segmentation and mathching.
2) CLOSE-UP VIEW VERSUS FAR FULL VIEW
The above shot segmentation and matching provides us unsupervised shot clusters. We first distinguish close-up clusters containing one central character such as Fig. 3(a) -(e), from far full view cluster of the whole studio such as Fig. 3(f) . Specifically, for each cluster, face detection with OpenCV implementation of the Viola and Jones method [22] is performed. Due to the limitation of the video resolution, faces in far full view shots can be hardly detected by the same settings as close-up views.
B. CHARACTER LOCALIZATION FOR CLOSE-UP VIEWS
Having identified close-up views from far full view, face detection is employed again to further localize the exact spatial location of the central speakers for close-up views. Other than using multi-view face detectors, again an OpenCV implementation of the of Viola and Jones method for frontal face detector is run on every frame for reliability. To achieve a relatively lower false positive rate, we set a conservative threshold on detection confidence as in [6] and [23] . But two types of false positives is unavoidable: false detection of frontal faces from background people as shown in Fig. 4(a) , and miss detection of the central person as he/she turns towards profile as shown in Fig. 4(b) . Hence false detection cleansing and miss detection redetecting are required.
1) FALSE DETECTION REMOVAL
As shown in Fig. 4 (a), speakers of close-up views are generally presented in the central part of the images with relatively fixed scale and position. This video editing character can be used as the prior knowledge to remove faces from background audiences. Especially we adopt more stricter principles to favor low false positives, since the miss detection can be redetected by face tracking strategy as described below.
2) MISS DETECTION RETRIEVAL
For each shot, once faces of the central speakers are determined by at least one of the involved images, the miss detections in other images of the same shot can be redetected by either forward or backward face tracking strategy. Simple and robust mean shift algorithm [26] has achieved considerable success in object tracking. Specifically, we first build color histograms for faces survived from above false detections cleansing. Then other miss detections within the same shot can be redetected by finding the local minima of a similarity measure between the target color histogram and color histograms in the miss detecting images. This tracking strategy is simple but extremely robust. Despite the variation in pose, lighting, and facial expression, faces can be redetected with high reliability for each frame. 
C. CHARACTER LOCALIZATION FOR FAR FULL VIEWS
The goal of this part is to localize each character in the far full view, and set up correspondence relationship to their associated close-up views, as shown in Fig. 5 . As mentioned before, the decline of visual resolution in far full views frustrates the face detection in this case. Hence we resort to significant clothing color cues. By significant colors we mean the high density parts in the color space [24] , and thus is invariant to changes of viewpoints or scales. For example, though the appearances of speakers in close-up views and far full views vary considerably, their associated significant colors dominated by their clothing are consistent.
1) SIGNIFICANT COLOR RECOVERY FROM CLOSE-UP VIEW
Color mean shift procedure provides mechanism for recovering centers of the high density clothing color from closeup views. After faces of main speakers in close-up view have been localized by either face detection or tracking, for each specific person, we randomly chose a frame from their close-up views as the representative frame denoted by
where M is the number of main speakers appeared in the close-up views. Then the significant color for each speaker corresponding to his/her clothing region, denoted by CR i , 1 ≤ i ≤ M , can be predicted and localized by its relative location and scale to the face region. Given the clothing region of each main speaker, mean shift analysis on the RGB space is carried on. In addition to tracking, mean shift can also be used for clustering. In fact mean shift clustering [24] is a nonparametric technique without any prior knowledge of the number of clusters and the shape of the clusters. After mean shift analysis, each
Moreover, mean shift clustering also assigns the pixel proportion {P 1 i , . . . , P Ni i }, 1 ≤ i ≤ M for each center, where N i is the number of colors for the clothing region of i-th person CR i .
2) COLOR MATCHING FOR FAR FULL VIEW
Given the recovered clothing color composed of color centers
colors of large pixel proportion corresponds to high density significant color. Obviously, significant colors are more stable, for the small part may come from background noise or become invisible as the scale and view point changes. Then to locate and identify associated speaker in far full view, we propose a flexible color matching strategy. Specifically, for each speaker to be matched, we chose a set of significant colors. Then based on the nearest neighbor rule, each pixel in the far full view frame is classified into one of them according to the Euclidean distance in RGB color space.
III. GRAPH BASED ASSOCIATION
An important clue for visual retrieval of a speaker in the talk show video is the information of when he/she is speaking from the audio transcript. Hence we first limit our search to those shots corresponding to the speaking person in the audio transcript. Generally: (i) a speaker appears more frequently when he/she is speaking than other one else does; (ii) since VOLUME 5, 2017 in our talk-shows each speaker is presented by a set of fixed visual shots, shots for the same speaker are visually more similar than the shots of other people. Hence the initial search can be limited by search for the densest sub-graph based on the audio transcript.
A. DENSEST SUB-GRAPH OF SHOT LEVEL GRAPH
Specifically, as shot level processing, RGB color histograms are used to represent the shots again. But we adopt two similarity measurements here, that is Chi statistic and histogram intersection (IS). Let shots represent vertexes and edges represent similarity between shots, we can define a shot level graph G = (V , E) as shown in Fig. 6(a) , where V represents vertexes and E represents edges between the vertexes.
The density of a subset S in graph G is defined as [25] :
where E(S) = {(i, j) ∈ E : i ∈ S, j ∈ S} represents the set of edges induced by subset S, and | · | represents the cardinality of a certain set. The densest sub-graph is defined as the S that maximizes f (S). f (S) is just the average degree of the sub-graph, that is the average number of edges incident to the vertexes of sub-graph S. But f (S) is a discrete function, and its maximum solution is not unique. References [3] and [5] proposed a greedy algorithm to find the densest sub-graph. The greedy search starts with the entire graph S = V . At each iteration, f (S) is computed and the vertex with the minimum number of edges incident to it is removed. Finally, the subset with the highest density that has ever been encountered is returned as the densest component of the graph. 
B. SHOT DURATION AND SUB-GRAPH PARTITION
Nevertheless shot level graph subjects to two limitations: (i) the number of frames contained in each shot is lost, which actually represents the frequency of appearances as shown in Fig. 6 ; (ii) the obtained shot clusters and main speakers do not share a one-to-one mapping. Shot views for the same speaker may have diverse visual appearances, namely belonging to different visual shot types. This can be seen from Fig. 7 .
1) FRAME LEVEL DEGREE MAP
To resolve the first limitation, we introduce a new variable named frame level degree map FD. Specifically, having the shot level graph
. . , |V | is generally used to store the graph structure. The element a i,j is set to 1 if there is an edge from vertex v i to vertex V j , otherwise it is set to 0. In view of the frames contained in each shot, a complete graph constructed by the involved frames is introduced for each shot vertex. This is called intra node connection, and the edge between shot vertex v i and shot vertex V j indicates a complete connection of all involved frames of the two shots. We call this level of connection a inter node connection. Then we introduce the concept of frame level degree map FD = [fd i,j ], i = 1, . . . , |V |; j = 1, . . . , |V |, which just describes the frame level connections. Specifically, according to the concept of degree for complete graph, element fd i,j is defined as:
where f i and f j represents the number of frames of vertex v i and V j respectively. The original adjacency matrix A is further modified as:Ã
Having (5), we just carry out the greedy algorithm on this new structureÃ so as to find the densest sub-graph. The new densest sub-graph reflects the number of involved frames.
2) SHOT LEVEL GRAPH PARTITION
In light of the fact that shot appearances of the same central speaker may diverse, but they still have more visual similarity when compared to shots of other speakers. We propose a graph partition method, by which varied shot appearances of the same person can be separated into different sub-graphs.
We borrow the idea of mode seeking [25] : given a set of n points {x i } i=1,...,n in d dimensional space R d , namely x i ∈ R d , the multivariate kernel density estimate at x point with kernel profile k( x 2 ) and window radius (bandwidth) h can be represented As
where C is the normalizing constant to insure f (x) is a probability density function. The modes of the density function are the stationary points of f (x), namely ∂f (x)/∂x = 0. Denoting g(x) = −k (x), the gradient of (6) can be calculated:
Correspondingly, given a graph A = [a i,j ], let the vertexes be points, and the edges be distances. When adopting the Epanechnikov profile, g(x) is simply a constant [25] . Hence the gradient equation (7) for vertex c is:
Hence we can infer that the mode points can be approximated by the vertexes that have the minimum sum of distances to all the other vertexes, namely:
Given graph G = (V , E), and bandwidth h, the specific partition process can be conducted as follows: 1) Initialization: Randomly select a vertex from V . For all vertexes within the bandwidth h of the selected vertex find c 1 according to (9) . 2) Mode search: Denote the above sub-graph as SG 1 
Those lower than a predefined threshold usually corresponds to occasionally appeared false shots, and hence are eliminated. Finally, the greedy densest search algorithm is conducted for each retained sub-graph. The processing flow chart of the whole framework is shown in Fig. 8 .
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The proposed framework was evaluated by a 3-hour French talk show ''Le Grand Echiquier'' with manually annotated ground truth frame by frame. The entire episode contains nearly 700 shots arising from a dozen of identity clusters for associated speakers. Here we consider the cluster of five most frequently appeared speakers whose appearance occupies more than 80% contents of the whole video. Our entire system is completely unsupervised, and the face detection module is the pre-trained face detector provided by openCV. 
A. SHOT DETECTION
We create the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve to examine the performance of the proposed shot detection on ''Le Grand Echiquier''. This curve is plotted by the correct detection rate against the false positive rate. As shown in Fig. 9 , compared with our manually annotated ground truth, the simple color histogram intersection based segmentation with a threshold of 0.8 can perfectly segment the involved visual shots: 100% precision rate versus 0% false positive rate. 
B. SHOT MATCHING
With the segmented shots, the performance of matching are evaluated by the standard precision (P) and recall (R) criteria:
where N C denotes the number of correctly detected, N F denotes the number of false alarms and N M denotes the number of misses. Fig. 10 plots the dynamic precision (y-axis) versus recall (x-axis) curves, from which we can see that for the view shots of the anchor person, main guest, speaker1, speaker2 and far full view, the results are perfect, while the missing shots for speaker3 can be redetected by increasing the number of required shots.
C. SPEAKER LOCALIZATION 1) CLOSE-UP VIEW
For close-up views, we adopt face detection followed face tracking strategy (denoted as DT) to localize the faces of the speakers. The precision rates for the five speakers are listed in the second column of Table 1 . When DT is combined with false cleaning (denoted as DTC), the false detected faces from background can be further reduced, with increased precision rate as shown in the third column of Table 1 . 
2) FAR FULL VIEW
As stated earlier, the spatial resolution for far full view is quite poor. This can be further demonstrated by the state of the art scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) based matching. Fig. 11 shows the SIFT based matching results for the anchor person, main guest, and speaker1, which is completely invalidated. The proposed significant color matching is implemented as: First colors regions are located as the lower 1/3 parts of the detected faces in close-up views, which is mainly occupied by clothing. Then the significant colors are recovered by the mean shift cluster method with Epanechnikov profile
if otherwise and 0.1 cluster band width. Empirically, for each main speaker, we find the first two significant colors, namely color centers with the largest proportions, cover the majority of the region, and hence sufficient for validate matching. The quantitative results are listed in Table 2 . For far full view, color matching are carried on just for the lower half part. As shown in Fig. 12(a) , all the involved main speakers are contained in this part. Then each speaker 
FIGURE 14.
The statistical property of data for the anchor person, denoted as 1, the main guest, denoted as 2, and other three speakers, denoted as 3−5, used in our experiments. The total number of shots/frames corresponding to when he is speaking is represented by blue bars and the number of the shots/frames really containing the queried speaker is represented by red bars.
in the far full view is matched by first subtracting the two significant colors from the far full view frame respectively. Thus we have two distance images, and median filtering is then applied for better performances. Fig. 12(b)-(d) shows the negative logarithm of the distance images for the anchor person, main guest, and speaker1. It just shows that not both significant colors for each speaker keep invariant when changing from close-up view to far full view. This is because on one hand due to the change of view point significant color of close-up view may become invisible in far full view such as Fig. 12(c) shown; on the other hand the significant color for some speaker may not be unique in whole the scene such as Fig. 12(d) shown. Hence we need to further determine the invariant color by examining a single compact and notable region in the obtained distance images. As shown in Fig. 12(b) -(d), these regions in the far full view truly correspond to the speakers to be matched. Once the speakers are localized for one far full view frame as shown in Fig. 13 , mean shift tracking procedure can be carried out for the frames in the same shot cluster. In fact, we can achieve 100% tracking precision in the far full view due to the relative static position of each speaker.
D. GRAPH BASED ASSOCIATION
Fig. 14 counts the number of shots/frames corresponding to someone speaking and the number of shots/frames that the speakers really appear in the video.
The performance is evaluated by standard precision and recall criteria. Two baseline methods are compared to the proposed method: (i) audio transcript only method (denoted by Audio), and (ii) direct densest sub-graph search (denoted by DS) method [4] , [12] .
For the anchor person and other three speakers, we test two similarity measurements, namely Chi statistics (denoted by +Chi) and histogram intersection (denoted by +IS). As shown in Fig. 15(a)-(e) , the introduction of shot duration (denoted by +D) provides evident improvements for all the five speakers. This is because in shot level, the proportion of correct shots (CS) to the whole initial retrieved shots (WS) by audio transcript information is low, as shown in Fig. 14(a) . Hence speaker associated sub-graphs composed of shots are not dense with some false detection being involved in.
For the main guest, we test the impact of duration and partition under Chi statistic similarity measure. As shown in Fig. 15(b) , direct introduction of duration information to the whole graph doesn't show obvious improvement, because the main guest was presented in several visually diverse shots as shown in Fig. 7 . None of these shots or frames contained in these shots can constitute a dense part in the graph. But, when we introduce the proposed graph partition strategy, and combine with the duration information, evident improvement can be achieved.
FIGURE 16.
Comparison of precision at the same recall rate, using the audio only method (Audio), direct search on the shot graph (DS), and our modification to direct search (DS+OM).
The retrieval precision for the five speakers by Audio only, DS method and the proposed method (denoted as DS+OM) is compared in Fig. 16 . Averagely, the proposed method performs more than 10% improvement to Audio only method and more than 5% improvement to DS method. The improvements for the two main speakers, namely the anchor person and the main guest, who appear about 80% of the whole video (this can be seen from Fig. 14) is especially notable. That is up to 17.54% improvement to Audio only method and up to 12.20% improvement to DS method for the anchor person; and up to 11.24% improvement to Audio only method and up to 7.84% improvement to DS method for the main guest. 
E. EVALUATION ON MEDIAEVAL 2015
MediaEval 2015 [28] , [29] is the follow-up of the completed REPERE evaluation campaigns [30] , [31] as shown in Fig. 17 in the context of the MediaEval. Its main focus is on the Multimodal Person Discovery in Broadcast TV. Participants were provided with a collection of TV broadcast recordings pre-segmented into shots. Each shot had to be automatically tagged with the names of people both speaking and appearing at the same time during the shot. Though this was designed as multimodal task, since our framework was originally designed for associating audio transcript to visual clusters, we choose to only take into account the association between speaking person and their visual appearances relying on provided face detection, tracking and speech turn segmentation module in the baseline system as shown in Fig. 18 [28] . Compared to the baseline fusion system of MediaEval 2015, the overview of our association system is shown in Fig. 19 .
Specifically, we adopt the dry run part of REPERE corpus [30] , [31] with 3 hours of development and test sets respectively. In the development set of the dry run corpus there is 51% of the person both appear on screen and speak, 40% only appear on screen and 9% only speak. The numbers on the evaluation corpus are similar. There is 56% of the persons both appear in the image and talk, 29% only appear and 15% only talk. Since our association strategy is completely unsupervised, we just evaluate our association strategy on this whole 6 hours corpus but for each dataset separately on the shot level and provided similarity measure. The obtained precision and recall rates for each of the 7 TV shows are listed in Table 3 . It is clear to see that our unsupervised association strategy by only involving the speaker diarization module and face tracking module can still obtain state-of-the-art performances. Again the recall rates are limited by the provided speaker diarization based initial search. Incorporation of more modalities, such as pronounced names and overlayed written names on the screen could further improve the results. Nevertheless, compared to the ground truth distribution our association strategy takes full use of the correspondence between person appearing on screen and when he/she speaking, demonstrating its potentiality of involving more modalities for further improved performances.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a novel speaker retrieval framework for TV talk-shows. From the technical point of view, the proposed framework fully explored the syntax property of TV talk-shows, e.g. the production styles and suit colors of appeared speaker, as well as accompanied multi-modality, e.g. visual appearance and audio transcript, thus avoiding notorious difficult face recognition and matching in such lowresolution real world dataset. From the applied point of view, the proposed framework provided a fundamental technique for various personalized function, such as channel navigation, program recommendation, interactive TV and so forth. Future work can be done by using the provided exemplar faces with varied poses, scales and expressions for specific speaker recognition, and behavior analysis. Moreover, since the recall rate is limited by the transcript based initial search, incorporating more modalities, such as pronounced names and overlayed written names on the screen could further improve the results.
